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Visonic's PowerMax®Pro gains AFNOR (Association Francaise
de Normalisation) NF et A2P certification for security products
Tel-Aviv, December 1st, 2010 – Visonic Ltd., a leading developer and manufacturer of wireless home
security and safety systems and components, today announced that its flagship wireless home
security control panel, PowerMax®Pro, has received NF et A2P certification. NF et A2P are jointly
granted by AFNOR (Association Francaise de Normalisation) and CNPP, industrial product
certification organizations accredited to the French Committee of Accreditation. It is recognized
worldwide as a standard for anti-intrusion security.
NF et A2P, represented by the branded logo shown above, is an official label that certifies that the
PowerMaxPro:


Conforms to French standards and is manufactured in factories inspected annually by
AFNOR and/or CNPP.



Delivers a high standard of quality as verified by the CNPP laboratory, and meets the most
stringent rules for security against intrusion.



Provides high-quality, reliable intrusion protection that it is virtually unbeatable.

Furthermore, because NF et A2P assure effective protection against intrusion, this certification
enables insurance professionals to confidently insure customers that have PowerMaxPro installed in
their home.
"The Visonic NF et A2P certifications are very significant to ADI", states Karim Aouchiche, Intruder
Product Manager at ADI France, "These certificates ease any regulatory issues as security and
intrusion technologies continue to evolve. It assures our customers that we are representing the best
available products in the intrusion industry. And, NF et A2P certifications give Visonic yet another
significant edge over their competitors."
The Visonic products that were granted the NF et A2P are available in ADI GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION
France branches. –
Email: info.fr@adiglobal.com
Web: www.adiglobal.com/fr/

For more details on NF et A2P certifications please visit http://www.cnpp.com/fr/.
The certificates can be downloaded from the ADI GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION website
www.adiglobal.com.
About Visonic
The Visonic Group (TASE:VSC.TA), founded in 1973, is a leading developer and manufacturer of
cutting-edge home security systems and components that provide people around the world peace of
mind and safety in their homes. Building on its decades-long position at the forefront of home security
innovation, Visonic is today leading the drive to expand the boundaries of security, offering advanced
solutions to the full range of residential safety needs, from securing the house and contents to
safeguarding the health and comfort of the people who live there.
Visonic's offerings include a wide variety of home security systems, personal emergency response
and safety systems, and a market-leading variety of peripherals. Visonic is headquartered in Israel,
where it operates a development center and manufacturing plant. Its sales and marketing subsidiaries
in the USA, Germany, UK, Poland, Spain and Hong Kong are supplemented by a worldwide network
of distributors, serving a growing installed base that spans more than 70 countries. Please visit
www.visonic.com.
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